
SHOWER SCREENS & MIRRORS 
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ShowerScreens
The shower screen collection is divided into three  
ranges to suit every style and budget. While the 
frameless shower screens and mirrors are our  
premium products, the entire collection is crafted  
with precision and top-quality materials for a  
superior finish and lasting performance.

Frameless
SHOWER SCREENS

Experience the epitome of luxury with Bradnam’s premium shower 
screen collection – the Frameless series. 

Modern, practical and undeniably stunning, these screens are as superior in 
strength as they are in style. Crafted from high-quality 10mm safety glass,  
there’s no doubt that this selection is designed for long-lasting performance.

Better yet, this collection has been expertly designed to ensure that mould, 
corrosion and rust are concerns of the past – with no tracks or channels in sight. 
Strong but elegant; practical but gorgeous – Bradnam’s frameless screens will 
elevate the shower in any contemporary home.



Signature  (Semi-Frameless)

SHOWER SCREENS

Instantly elevate and enhance the ambience of the bathroom with 
Bradnam’s Signature touch.

Experience a refined look with added elements of safety and practicality with these 
stunning semi-frameless shower screens.

Made from strong, 6mm safety glass that’s glazed to reduce mould and mildew – 
our Signature shower screens are a breeze to maintain and will stand the test  
of time.

Essential  (Framed) 

SHOWER SCREENS

Every good shower screen should be easy to use, easy to maintain 
and easy on the eyes.

Enter Bradnam’s Essential range! Designed with both functionality and aesthetics 
in mind, these framed shower screens are the go-to choice for homeowners across 
the country.

Versatility is key with this product, with several configurations available to suit 
any space and size. Whether you’re working with a compact ensuite or a spacious 
bathroom, our Essential shower screens offer a stylish and convenient solution.

Carwin Homes

AV Jennings



COMMON SHOWER SCREEN

Configurations

DESIGN e16 / s16DESIGN e9 / s9 DESIGN e20 / s20

DESIGN e3 / s3 DESIGN e7DESIGN 3PS
(Available in Essential only)



BATHROOM

Mirrors
Create an expansive and stylish atmosphere within your bathroom 
with an addition as simple as a Bradnam’s mirror. Designed specifically 
to maximise the feeling of spaciousness, our mirrors let natural light 
bounce around your bathroom. They instantly transform any bare wall 
into a splendid showcase that will leave friends green with envy.

Signature (Semi-Frameless)

FramelessEssential (Framed)



SLIDING

WardrobeDoors
Although a wardrobe door is a non-negotiable element of any 
bedroom, that doesn’t mean it needs to be boring! Available in 
a wide range of frame colours and infill options, including vinyl, 
mirror, coloured glass and image glass, your wardrobe doors 
will quickly become the talking point of the bedroom.

Signature Wardrobe DoorEssential Wardrobe Door Bright Life Homes



Essential Wardrobe Door Corbett HomesSignature Wardrobe Door

Essential Wardrobe DoorEssential Wardrobe Door



WARDROBE

Shelving
At Bradnam’s, we not only take care of your wardrobe 
doors, but we also offer a number of customisable 
shelving options for effortless internal organisation!

Peter Bell Homes



COMMON

Shelving
CONFIGURATIONS

LIN 02

4x fixed shelves

LIN 03

4x fixed shelves to one side, top shelf only to other (broom)

Broom section can be 
either side of fixed shelves

BIR 07

Top shelf, single hanging rail and 
shelves/drawers to both sides

Can select either shelves  
(fixed or adjustable) or drawers

BIR 05

Top shelf, single hanging rail and one bank of shelves/
drawers. Drawers/shelves can be on left or right.

Can select either shelves  
(fixed or adjustable) or drawers

BIR 06

Top shelf, single hanging rail to one side, double  
to other and one bank of shelves/drawers.  
Drawers/shelves can be on left or right.



White Wash Oak

GLASS

Splashbacks
Bradnam’s glass splashbacks are the perfect way to add a 
touch of colour to kitchens, bathrooms and other spaces  
around your home. Our palette of 20 standard and  
decorative colours, and image glass collection offer 
homeowners a wide range of design possibilities.



Black Marble

Cool White Jalapeno

Subway Tiles



Australian Owned & Made
Bradnam’s products are proudly made  
in Australia and designed specifically  
to meet all Australian conditions.

WINDOWS & DOORS

INSECT & SECURITY SCREENS

SHOWER SCREENS

MIRRORS & WARDROBES

GLASS SPLASHBACKS & SHELVING
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Product availability, pricing, features, options, sizes, 
configurations and performance are subject to regional 

variations, design requirements and building codes.

Images are for illustration purposes only and may  
not accurately represent the product. Bradnam’s 

Windows & Doors reserves the right to change, alter  
or delete any aspect of this product without notice.

We recommend visiting a Bradnam’s showroom  
before ordering to view colour swatches,  

glass samples and actual products.

VISIT US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Arden Vale Homes


